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Abstract 

 
Logarithm function plays a vital role in all computer systems.With the inclusion of 

decimal floating point operation in the IEEE754-2008 Standard, a lot of research is 

going on for developing algorithms and architectures that support computation of 

decimal logarithm.  This project presents the design of an application specific 

integrated circuit (ASIC) for direct computation of decimal logarithm of a number. A 

simple but novel technique is introduced in desiging the ASIC. The design is compiled 

and simulated using Quartus II electronic design automation tool and then implemented 

on field programmable gate array (FPGA) device. Simulation and implementation 

results verify the desired functionality of the proposed design. The proposed design is 

implemented using only combinational circuits and so it will perform all the operation 

in very high speed.  It also outperforms other design proposed by other researchers in 

terms of power consumption which is inline with the latest trend of the research in 

ASIC design.  

 

 xi



Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction  

 

In all computer systems, elementary function plays a vital role. An elementary function is 

a real function that can be constructed by a finite number of elementary operations 

(addition, subtraction, multiplication and division) and compositions from constant 

functions, algebraic functions, exponential functions, logarithm functions, trigonometric 

functions. The logarithm of a number to a given base is the exponent to which the base 

must be raised in order to produce that number. Logarithms have many applications, both 

within and outside mathematics. It is very useful in many appliations such as tax 

calculations, financial analysis, internet based applications etc [1]. Howerver most of the 

previous research and development are based on binery logarithm. The common logarithm 

is the logarithm with base 10. It is also known as the decimal logarithm, named after its 

base. There are many applications which require the direct computation of decimal 

logarithm, such as, to measure the PH in chemistry, the earthquake intensity in Richter 

scale, the optical density in spectrometry and optics, the brightness of stars in astronomy, 

etc.[2]. Due to the enormous importance of decimal logarithm, new generation 

microprocessor have come out in the market that support computation of decimal 

logarithm. Again the current trend of ASIC design is to maximize the speed  and to reduce 

the power consumption. So research can be conducted in designing high speed and low 

power ASIC for direct computation of decimal logarithm. 

 

1.2 Backgrounds and Present State of the Research 

 

In the Past, researchers proposed different techniques for computing the base -2 logarithm 

for binary number [3-4], when IEEE 754-1984 standard is revised and decimal floating 

point operation is included in the revised IEEE 754-2008, then a group of researchers are 

trying to develop new algorithm and architectures for efficiently calculating decimal 

logarithm [5]. In the most of the proposed radix-10 logarithm converter, the decimal input 

is first converted to binary and then base-2 log is computed and it is converted to radix-10. 

These back and forth of bases introduce errors in the calculation. To overcome this 

problem iterative technique is proposed for direct computation of decimal logarithm [6-7]. 
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Iterative technique produces error free output but computation time increases and power 

requirement is also higher than that of others. To address these issues, a novel technique 

involving simple shifting and subtraction operation is proposed in this project in designing 

a low power ASIC for direct computation of decimal logarithm. The objectives of the 

project are mentioned in the section 1.3. 

 

1.3 Objectives  

 

The major objectives of the project are as follows: 

 To propose a new technique for calculating decimal logarithm of 32-bit floating 

point arithmetic where multiplication is replaced by shift operation 

 To design an ASIC implementing the proposed technique using Verilog HDL 

 To implement the design using FPGA hardware 

 To compare the results with that of other researchers. 

 

1.4 Organization of the Project 

 

Chapter 1 of this report starts with the importance of elementary function followed by a 

brief background of latest research work in this area.     

Chapter 2 of this report describes the details of decimal logarithm technique. 

Chapter 3 of this report describes the FPGA Implementation of decimal logarithm 

technique step by step with proper example 

Chapter 4 of this report describes the simulation result and performance of the ASIC 

proposed in this project. 

Chapter 5 of this report describes the conclusion and future work of the research presented 

here. 
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Chapter 2  

 Fundamentals of VLSI 

Design and Log Techniques 
 

2.1 Introduction 

 

The impact of digital electronics in our daily life is so much now a days, the current period 

is named as digital age. Digital solutions exist in all areas such as telecommunications, 

consumer electronics, controls, data manipulations etc. To design a digital system, once 

the conventional approach such as hand-draw, schematic based design technique etc. was 

the only choice to the designer. However the scenario has been changed. Now millions of 

transistors are being integrated on a single chip integrated circuit (IC) where the 

conventional design technique is impossible to be used . It points towards a new approach 

for designing today’s complex digital system and that new approach is designing VLSI 

chip using Hardware Description Language (HDL). 

 

2.2 Hardware Description Language (HDL) 

 

Since the early 1980s, when schematic capture was introduced as an efficient way to 

design very large-scale integration (VLSI) circuits, it has been the design method of 

choice for designers in the world of VLSI Design. 

 

However, the use of this method reached its limits in the early 1990s, as more and more 

logic functionality and features were integrated onto a single chip. Today, most 

application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) chips consist of no fewer than one million 

transistors. Designing circuits this large using the method of schematic capture is time 

cosuming and is no longer efficient. Therefore a more dfficient manner of design was 

required. This new method had to increase the designers’ efficiency and allow ease of 

design, even when dealing with large circuits. 

 

From this requirement arose the wide acceptance of HDL (hardware descripsion 

language). HDL allows a designer  to describe the functionality of a required logic circuit 

in a language that is easy to understand. The description is then simulated using test 
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benches.After the HDL description is verified for logic functionality, it is synthesized to 

logic gates by using synthesis tools. 

 

This method helps a designer to design a circuit in a shorter timeframe. The savings in 

design time is achieved because the designer need not be concerned with the intricate 

complexities that exist in a particular circuit, but instead is focused on the functionality 

that is required. This new method of design has been widely adoped today in the field of 

VLSI design. It allows designers to design large numbers of logic gates to implement logic 

features and functionality that are required on an VLSI chip. 

 

HDL based design technique has been emerged as the most efficient solution for any 

complex digital design. It offers the following advantages over conventional design 

approaches : 

 It is technology independent. If a particular IC fabrication process becomes 

outdated, it is possible to synthesize a new design by only changing the technology 

file but using the same HDL code 

 HDL shortens the design cycle of a chip by efficiently describing and simulating 

the behavior of the chip. A complex circuit can be designed using a few lines of 

HDL code 

 It lowers the cost of design of an IC 

  It improves design quality of a chip. Area and timing of the chip can be optimized 

and analyzed in different stages of design of a chip. 

 

2.3 Types of HDL Coding Style 

 

There are three types of HDL style as follows: 

RTL HDL Code: Digital circuit can be represented in different ways such as gate level 

representation, transistor level representation etc. RTL, acronym of Register transfer Level 

(RTL), is also another type of representation style for digital circuit. The reason why it is 

named as RTL is that any complex digital system can be partitioned into different modules 

where each module is basically consists of registers and gates. Information is stored in the 

registers and specific operation is performed using the information, and then it is 

transferred among the registers. Hence the said representation style is known as RTL. For 
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example, we may define an addition event: X=A+B; It means that the sum of the content 

of register A and register B is transferred to the storage device X. Figure 2.1 shows the 

example of RTL code of a 2/1 Mux. 

example, we may define an addition event: X=A+B; It means that the sum of the content 

of register A and register B is transferred to the storage device X. Figure 2.1 shows the 

example of RTL code of a 2/1 Mux. 

  

module mux_21(A, B, S, Y); module mux_21(A, B, S, Y); 
input A, B, S; input A, B, S; 
output Y; output Y; 
reg Y; reg Y; 
always @ (S or A or B) begin always @ (S or A or B) begin 
 if (S= =1) Y=A;  if (S= =1) Y=A; 
 else Y=B;  else Y=B; 
endmodule  endmodule  

 
2/1 

Mux 

A 
Y 

B 

S 
 

F igure 2.1: (a) Block diagram of a A 2/1 Mux (b) Example of RTL Code Showing a 2/1 Mux re 2.1: (a) Block diagram of a A 2/1 Mux (b) Example of RTL Code Showing a 2/1 Mux 
 

Structural HDL Code: It describes the components and interconnections present in a 

design. Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tool compiles and synthesizes the RTL code 

of a design and produces the netlist of the design in the form of structural code. Table 2.1 

shows the example of structural code for a circuit of a 2/1 Mux as shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1: Example of Structural Code Showing a 2/1 Mux 
module mux (A, B, S, Out); 
input A, B, S; 
output Out; 
wire M, N, P; 
and g1 (N, B, S); 
and g2 (P, M, A); 
not g3 (M, S); 
or g4 (Out, N, P); 
Endmodule 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Logic diagram of a 2/1 Mux 
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Behavioral HDLCode: Behavioral code describes the functionality and behavior of the 

functional block diagram of a design. It is often used for system level modeling and 

simulation of a design. Table 2.2 shows an example of behavioral Verilog code (using fork 

and join). Usually many of the commands in behavioral code are not synthesizable (for 

example, wait command as shown in Table 2.2 and the code length of a design is much 

smaller than to write for RTL code of the same design because it is only for simulation 

purpose. 

 

Table 2.2: Example of Behavioral Code 

fork 
  // start of fork block 1 
  begin 
    wait (y != 0); 
    a = y; 
  end 
  // start of fork block 2 
  begin 
    wait (z != 0); 
    b = z; 
  end 
Join 

 

 

2.4 VLSI Design and Implementation 
 
To realize the design of a semiconductor device into physical hardware, it can be sent to 

foundry for fabrication or it can be downloaded into Programmable Logic Device (PLD) 

or Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). PLD or FPGA is a semiconductor device with 

programmable gates and interconnects . It is available in the market for the designers to 

use.  

 

2.4.1 Hardware Realization of a Design upon Fabrication: Figure 2.2 shows the design 

flow and all the steps for fabrication of a semiconductor device. The most important step 

of a design is system idea or specification. It is said that specification is 1/3 of total IC 

design project!. It requires extensive experience to define the best compromise between 

what is wanted and what can be made. Detailed specifications must be agreed upon with 

the system people because any major changes during design will result in significant 

delays.  
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Design approach can be top-down or bottom-up. It depends on the nature of application of 

the design. When performance, reliability and accuracy are prime importance (for 

example: space application, scientific application etc.) then bottom-up approach is 

followed although it is labor intensive and burdened with high cost and long design time 

whereas top-down approach is well suited for purely digital design with relatively short 

turn-around time and moderate area-performance requirements.  

 

In the top-down approach, HDL code of a design is written (using software provided 

editor) and then it is compiled and simulated to test the expected functionality using EDA 

tool. However for simulation, test bench of the design is written in Verilog code in another 

file where a set of stimulus is written for the inputs to produce expected output 

waveforms. Some EDA tools (usually FPGA vendor provided tools) support interactive 

simulation where there is no need to write the test bench but inputs can be applied 

graphically. If the output waveforms do not match then the designer should go for 

debugging in the HDL code of the design. 
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Semiconductor System Design Flow 

Figure 2.2:  Design Flow of a Semiconductor System  
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In the top-down approach, HDL code of a design is written (using software provided 

editor) and then it is compiled and simulated to test the expected functionality using EDA 

tool. However for simulation, test bench of the design is written in Verilog code in another 

file where a set of stimulus is written for the inputs to produce expected output 

waveforms. Some EDA tools (usually FPGA vendor provided tools) support interactive 

simulation where there is no need to write the test bench but inputs can be applied 

graphically. If the output waveforms do not match then the designer should go for 

debugging in the HDL code of the design. 

 

Once the functional simulation of a design is completed then the RTL code of the design is 

synthesized into logic gates using EDA tool. In this process, EDA tool uses ‘technology 

library’ where pre-designed standard cells are available. User can optimize the speed and 

area of the logic design. A gate level netlist is generated after synthesis. 

 

Using the gate level netlist, timing simulation and analysis are performed to ensure that the 

design has no timing violations. Then the synthesized logic gates are placed and routed. 

Most designs have critical paths that are tight in terms of timing. These paths are routed 

first before routing other paths. After place and routing is completed, post layout 

simulation and timing analysis are again performed. In this step, net delay and other 

violations are measured accurately, and it is fixed if necessary. Once post-layout 

simulation is completed then logic verification of the overall design is again performed 

based on the real layout data. If there is any mismatch, it is fixed. When all the above steps 

are performed, the design proceeds to Tape-out. 

 

2.4.2 Hardware Realization of a Design using FPGA Device 

 

A field-programmable gate array (FPGA) is an integrated circuit designed to be 

configured by the customer or designer after manufacturing—hence "field-

programmable". The FPGA configuration is generally specified using a HDL, similar to 

that used for an ASIC. FPGAs can be used to implement any logical function that an ASIC 

could perform. The ability to update the functionality after shipping, partial re-

configuration of the portion of the design and the low non-recurring engineering costs 

relative to an ASIC offer advantages for many applications.  
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FPGAs contain programmable logic components called "logic blocks", and a hierarchy of 

reconfigurable interconnects that allow the blocks to be "wired together"—somewhat like 

a one-chip programmable breadboard. Logic blocks can be configured to perform complex 

combinational functions, or merely simple logic gates like AND and XOR. In most 

FPGAs, the logic blocks also include memory elements, which may be simple flip-flops or 

more complete blocks of memory. 

 

FPGA is a semiconductor device containing programmable logic components and 

programmable interconnects. It contains up to thousands of gates. The programmable logic 

components can be programmed to duplicate the functionality of basic logic gates such as 

AND, OR, XOR, NOT or more complex combinational functions such as decoders or 

simple math functions. In most FPGAs, these programmable logic components (or logic 

blocks, in FPGA parlance) also include memory elements, which may be simple flip-flops 

or more complete blocks of memories. These logic blocks and interconnects can be 

programmed after the manufacturing process by the customer/designer (hence the term 

"field programmable", i.e. programmable in the field) so that the FPGA can perform 

whatever logical function is needed. 

 

There are various vendor manufacturers for different types of FPGA chip such as Altera, 

Xilinx, Lattice Semiconductor, Actel, Quick Logic, Cypress Semiconductor, Atmel, 

Achronix Semiconductor etc. Among them Altera and Xilinx are the most famous FPGA 

companies since both of the companies have lot of varieties of FPGA device from small 

number of gate counts to higher number of gate counts. However Altera devices offer the 

general benefits of PLDs as innovative architectures, advanced process technologies, state-

of-the-art development tools, and a wide selection of mega function. The common 

advantages of Altera devices include: High performance, High-density logic integration, 

Cost-effectiveness, Short development cycles with the Quartus II software, Mega Core 

functions, Benefits of in-system programming. In this work the FPGA device used is 

Altera provided EP2C35F672C6 from Cyclone II family. 

 

A recent trend has been to take the coarse-grained architectural approach a step further by 

combining the logic blocks and interconnects of traditional FPGAs with embedded 

microprocessors and related peripherals to form a complete "system on a programmable 
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chip". This work mirrors the architecture by Ron Perlof and Hana Potash of Burroughs 

Advanced Systems Group, which combined a reconfigurable CPU architecture on a single 

chip called the SB24. That work was done in 1982. Examples of such hybrid technologies 

can be found in the Xilinx Virtex-II PRO and Virtex-4 devices, which include one or more 

PowerPC processors embedded within the FPGA's logic fabric. The Atmel FPSLIC is 

another such device, which uses an AVR processor in combination with Atmel's 

programmable logic architecture. The Actel SmartFusion devices incorporate an ARM 

architecture Cortex-M3 hard processor core (with up to 512kB of flash and 64kB of RAM) 

and analog peripherals such as a multi-channel ADC and DACs to their flash-based FPGA 

fabric. 

An alternate approach to using hard-macro processors is to make use of soft processor 

cores that are implemented within the FPGA logic. 

As previously mentioned, many modern FPGAs have the ability to be reprogrammed at 

"run time," and this is leading to the idea of reconfigurable computing or reconfigurable 

systems — CPUs that reconfigure themselves to suit the task at hand. The Mitrion Virtual 

Processor from Mitrionics is an example of a reconfigurable soft processor, implemented 

on FPGAs. However, it does not support dynamic reconfiguration at runtime, but instead 

adapts itself to a specific program. 

Additionally, new, non-FPGA architectures are beginning to emerge. Software-

configurable microprocessors such as the Stretch S5000 adopt a hybrid approach by 

providing an array of processor cores and FPGA-like programmable cores on the same 

chip. 

Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA) are the modern-day technology for building a 

breadboard or prototype from standard parts; programmable logic blocks and 

programmable interconnects allow the same FPGA to be used in many different 

applications. For smaller designs and/or lower production volumes, FPGAs may be more 

cost effective than an ASIC design even in production. The non-recurring engineering cost 

of an ASIC can run into the millions of dollars. 
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FPGAs especially find applications in any area or algorithm that can make use of the 

massive parallelism offered by their architecture. One such area is code breaking, in 

particular brute-force attack, of cryptographic algorithms. 

 

FPGAs are increasingly used in conventional high performance computing applications 

where computational kernels such as FFT (Fast Fourier transform) or Convolution are 

performed on the FPGA instead of a microprocessor. 

The most common FPGA architecture consists of an array of logic blocks (called 

Configurable Logic Block, CLB, or Logic Array Block, LAB, depending on vendor), I/O 

pads, and routing channels. Generally, all the routing channels have the same width 

(number of wires). Multiple I/O pads may fit into the height of one row or the width of one 

column in the array. 

An application circuit must be mapped into an FPGA with adequate resources. While the 

number of CLBs/LABs and I/Os required is easily determined from the design, the 

number of routing tracks needed may vary considerably even among designs with the 

same amount of logic. For example, a crossbar switch requires much more routing than a 

systolic array with the same gate count. Since unused routing tracks increase the cost (and 

decrease the performance) of the part without providing any benefit, FPGA manufacturers 

try to provide just enough tracks so that most designs that will fit in terms of LUTs and 

IOs can be routed. This is determined by estimates such as those derived from Rent's rule 

or by experiments with existing designs. 

 

Figure 2.3: An Altera Cyclone II FPGA. 
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In general, a logic block (CLB or LAB) consists of a few logical cells (called ALM, LE, 

Slice etc). A typical cell consists of a 4-input Lookup table (LUT), a Full adder (FA) and a 

D-type flip-flop, as shown below. The LUT are in this figure split into two 3-input LUTs. 

In normal mode those are combined into a 4-input LUT through the left mux. In arithmetic 

mode, their outputs are fed to the FA. The selection of mode is programmed into the 

middle mux. The output can be either synchronous or asynchronous, depending on the 

programming of the mux to the right, in the figure example. In practice, entire or parts of 

the FA are put as functions into the LUTs in order to save space.[25][26][27] 

 

Figure 2.4: Simplified example illustration of a logic cell 

To define the behavior of the FPGA, the user provides a hardware description language 

(HDL) or a schematic design. The HDL form is more suited to work with large structures 

because it's possible to just specify them numerically rather than having to draw every 

piece by hand. However, schematic entry can allow for easier visualization of a design. 

Then, using an electronic design automation tool, a technology-mapped netlist is 

generated. The netlist can then be fitted to the actual FPGA architecture using a process 

called place-and-route, usually performed by the FPGA Company's proprietary place-and-

route software. The user will validate the map, place and route results via timing analysis, 

simulation, and other verification methodologies. Once the design and validation process 

is complete, the binary file generated (also using the FPGA company's proprietary 

software) is used to reconfigure the FPGA. 

Going from schematic/HDL source files to actual configuration the source files are fed to 

a software suite from the FPGA/CPLD vendor that through different steps will produce a 

file. This file is then transferred to the FPGA/CPLD via a serial interface (JTAG) or to an 

external memory device like an EEPROM. 
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The most common HDLs are VHDL and Verilog, although in an attempt to reduce the 

complexity of designing in HDLs, which have been compared to the equivalent of 

assembly languages, there are moves to raise the abstraction level through the introduction 

of alternative languages. National Instrument's LabVIEW graphical programming 

language (sometimes referred to as "G”) has an FPGA add-in module available to target 

and program FPGA hardware. The LabVIEW approach drastically simplifies the FPGA 

programming process. 

To simplify the design of complex systems in FPGAs, there exist libraries of predefined 

complex functions and circuits that have been tested and optimized to speed up the design 

process. These predefined circuits are commonly called IP cores, and are available from 

FPGA vendors and third-party IP suppliers (rarely free, and typically released under 

proprietary licenses). Other predefined circuits are available from developer communities 

such as OpenCores (typically released under free and open source licenses such as the 

GPL, BSD or similar license), and other sources. 

In a typical design flow, an FPGA application developer will simulate the design at 

multiple stages throughout the design process. Initially the RTL description in VHDL or 

Verilog is simulated by creating test benches to simulate the system and observe results. 

Then, after the synthesis engine has mapped the design to a netlist, the netlist is translated 

to a gate level description where simulation is repeated to confirm the synthesis proceeded 

without errors. Finally the design is laid out in the FPGA at which point propagation 

delays can be added and the simulation run again with these values back-annotated onto 

the netlist. 

2.5 Advantages of FPGAs 

 

1. It is possible to customize the process fully without wasting the resources as what 

we do in controllers; also that FPGA has ability to carry out very very big and 

complex process.  

2. FPGA is a customized IC. It can implement most digital logic. BUT CPU perform 

an operation by instructions. FPGA is more powerful for instance, you can 

implement a PCI bridge by FPGA . CPU can not. 

3. FPGA is excellent to implement the glue logic of the system of different chips. It 

really glues all of them together. 
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4. FPGAs can be very powerful, much more powerful than any microcontroller. 

5. The real advantage of FPGA’s is the ease of prototyping, time to market and no 

NRE and Low volume to use. 

6. A micro-controller won't have enough processing power in most tele-com 

applications, especially the data path. In those applications, one needs direct 

hardwired logic to process the packets. The only choices are FPGA or ASIC 

7. It is reconfigurable and strongly flexible. The limitation of microcontroller is not 

existed. 

8. It is possible to make a processor a special purpose processor not a general-purpose 

processor. Also it can operate at very high clock speeds than to controllers. 

9. It is not necessary to think about layout design; it is enough to repair the code only. 

10. It is a matter of time: when the micro is not fast enough, we have to go with 

hardware. i.e. super fast filtering, sub-microsecond timing, fast counters, video 

signals. And here comes the FPGA's: hardware that we can configure to do exactly 

what we need. 

11. FPGA can be field programmed. But if the power is turn off, the logic will be lost. 

If we need change some logic in our product we can easily change it. 

12. We can work with micros in any applications, it is true. But mcu cannot meet to 

everything. Many field need high speed parallel processing. 

13. The project on high-speed communication protocol can't be implemented only 

using microcontroller. In such case, FPGA and ASIC are needed. 

14. FPGA is parallel processing. So it is widely used in high-speed and real-time 

processing field. That means speed can be very fast, and multiple control loops can 

run on a single FPGA device at different rates. 

15. Speed. Parallel operations. Flexibility. Those are just several of many advantages. 

16. FPGA design tools are increasingly available, allowing embedded control system 

designers to more quickly create and adapt FPGA hardware. 

17. Because the processing paths are parallel, different operations do not have to 

compete for the same processing resources. 

18. The reconfigurability of FPGAs can provide designers with almost limitless 

flexibility.  

19. In manufacturing and automation contexts, FPGAs are well suited for use in 

robotics and machine tool applications, as well as for fan, pump, compressor and 

conveyor control. 
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20. Unlike processors, FPGAs use dedicated hardware for processing logic and do not 

have an operating system. 

 

2.6 FPGA Implementation of a Design  

 

Design of a digital system can be realized into hardware using FPGA device. It reduces 

the time to market, reduces the cost and offers the design flexibility. There are many 

FPGA vendors such as Altera, Xilinx, Latice, Philips etc. The Vendors provide the EDA 

software for compilation, synthesis and simulation. Figure 2.5 shows flow diagram of a 

design to be realized into FPGA hardware. In this case, the first three steps are same as 

shown in Figure 2.2. Once the sub-modules of a design are identified, each of the modules 

is designed, compiled and synthesized using FPGA vendor provided software. Then 

functional simulation is performed upon each module. The correct simulation results 

ensure the proper functionality of a design. Once the simulation results of all the sub-

modules are as desired then they are integrated and simulated again. Then for hardware 

realization, suitable FPGA device is selected for the design, inputs and outputs are 

assigned to specific pins of the FPGA. It is again compiled and synthesized. After that 

timing simulation of the design is performed to ensure that the design functions in real 

time. Then the design is downloaded into the FPGA. 
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Figure 2.5: Digital system design and implementation using FPGA 
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2.7 Basic Logarithm Technique 

 

The common logarithm is the logarithm with base 10. The fractional part of a logarithm is 

usually written as a decimal. The whole number part of a logarithm and its decimal part 

have been given separate names because each plays a special part in relation to the 

number, which the logarithm represents. The whole number part of a logarithm is called 

the CHARACTERISTIC. This part of the logarithm shows the position of the decimal 

point in the associated number. The decimal part of a logarithm is called the MANTISSA. 

For a particular sequence of digits making up a number, the mantissa of a common 

logarithm is always the same regardless of the position of the decimal point in that 

number. For example, log 5270 = 3.72181; the mantissa is 0.72181 and the characteristic 

is 3. 

An important feature of logarithms is that they reduce multiplication to addition, by the 
formula: 

 

That is, the logarithm of the product of two numbers is the sum of the logarithms of those 
numbers. 

Similarly, logarithms reduce division to subtraction by the formula: 

 

That is, the logarithm of the quotient of two numbers is the difference between the 
logarithms of those numbers. 

 

2.8 Decimal Logarithm Needs 

 

Decimal Logarithm plays a vital role in finance and astronomy. Logarithms are used in 

measuring many physical quantities. The scale that is used to measure earthquakes, the 

Richter scale, involves a logarithm. Likewise the scale that is used to measure the loudness 

of sound in decibels involves a logarithm. They are often used in studying population 

growth and radioactive decay. Logarithms also arise in some financial calculations, for 

example those involving interest rates. Logarithms are useful in solving equations in 
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which exponents are unknown. They have simple derivatives, so they are often used in the 

solution of integrals. In hyperbolic geometry the logarithm is used in measuring the 

distances between points 

 

2.9 IEEE Standard 

IEEE Standard for Floating-Point Arithmetic (IEEE 754) [13] is the most widely used 

standard for floating-point computation, and is followed by many hardware (CPU and 

FPU) and software implementations. Many computer languages allow or require that some 

or all arithmetic be carried out using IEEE 754 formats and operations. The current 

version is IEEE 754-2008, which was published in August 2008; it includes nearly all of 

the original IEEE 754-1985 (which was published in 1985) and the IEEE Standard for 

Radix-Independent Floating-Point Arithmetic (IEEE 854-1987). 

The standard defines the followings: 

 arithmetic formats: sets of binary and decimal floating-point data, which consist of 

finite numbers (including signed zeros and subnormal numbers), infinities, and 

special "not a number" values (NaNs) 

 interchange formats: encoding (bit strings) that may be used to exchange floating-

point data in an efficient and compact form 

 rounding algorithms: methods to be used for rounding numbers during arithmetic 

and conversions 

 operations: arithmetic and other operations on arithmetic formats 

 exception handling: indications of exceptional conditions (such as division by zero, 

overflow, etc.) 

The standard also includes extensive recommendations for advanced exception handling, 

additional operations (such as trigonometric functions), expression evaluation, and for 

achieving reproducible results. 

The standard is derived from and replaces IEEE 754-1985, the previous version, following 

a seven-year revision process, chaired by Dan Zuras and edited by Mike Cowlishaw. The 

binary formats in the original standard are included in the new standard along with three 

new basic formats (one binary and two decimal).  
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Hence (for the example parameters) the smallest non-zero positive number that can be 

represented is 1×10−101 and the largest is 9999999×1090 (9.999999×1096), and the full 

range of numbers is −9.999999×1096 through 9.999999×1096. The numbers closest to the 

inverse of these bounds (−1×10−95 and 1×10−95) are considered to be the smallest (in 

magnitude) normal numbers; non-zero numbers between these smallest numbers are called 

subnormal numbers. 

Zero values are finite values with significant 0. These are signed zeros, the sign bit 

specifies if a zero is +0 (positive zero) or −0 (negative zero). 

The standard defines five basic formats, named using their base and the number of bits 

used to encode them. A conforming implementation must fully implement at least one of 

the basic formats. There are three binary floating-point basic formats (which can be 

encoded using 32, 64 or 128 bits) and two decimal floating-point basic formats (which can 

be encoded using 64 or 128 bits). The binary32 and binary64 formats are the single and 

double formats of IEEE 754-1985. 
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Chapter 3  

 FPGA Implementation  
 

3.1 Introduction 

 

In the previous chapter the brief description of the logarithmic technique is provided. This 

chapter describes the design of the ASIC implementing the proposed technique using the 

Verilog HDL. FPGA Implementation details of the design will be described also. In this 

project ASIC is designed and simulated using Verilog HDL in Altera’s Quartus II 

environment. After simulating the result the design is implemented using Cyclone II 

FPGA education kid 

 

3.2 Proposed Technique for Calculating Decimal Log Value 

 

It is seen that decimal logarithmic value of any number can be calculated using the 

summation of log value of some standard numbers such as 256, 16,4, 2, 3/2, 5/4, 9/8, 

17/16 etc. Basic logarithm rule, logb(mn) = logb(m) + logb(n) is applied in this case to 

calculate the result. Suppose, we want to calculate the logarithm value of V, log (V). We 

can write: 
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In the proposed technique, we multiply the input number with the number of the form 2n 

+1. This is because it simply involves addition or subtract and a shift. For example, we 

want to multiply the input number (a) by 3, it can be expressed  

   1213 1  aaaa  

Similarly, multiply by 
16

17 , can be expressed 

   421
16

17 4   aaaa  

Example: 

We store decimal logarithm value of the Standard numbers k: 256, 16, 4, 2, 
2

3
, 

4

5
, 

8

9
, 

16

17
 

etc. in the memory.   

Table 3.1: Logarithm Value of Some Standard Number 

 

 

 
Serial No 

Standard Number 
K 

Logarithm Value 
log(k) 

1 256 2.4082 

2 16 1.2041 

3 4 0.6020 

4 2 0.3010 

5 
2

3  0.1760 

6 
4

5  0.0969 

7 
8

9  0.0511 

8 
16

17  0.0263 

9 
32

33  0.0133 

10 
64

65  0.0069 
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We use the formula  to calculate decimal logarithm.  xy log

Suppose we want to calculate the decimal logarithm value of 21.  

So,    21logy

The technique generates a sequence of values for x and y. 

Let, x is 
X

21
 then 








X
Y

21
log  

If X is 21, then 







21

21
logY = log (1) = 0 

 The result shows in the following table:  

Table 3.2: Operation of log for y=log(x). 

X Y 

21 0 

If X is 1, then 







1

21
logY = log (21), the answer what we want. 

Now, Suppose, we multiply X by some number k.  









kX
Y

21
log  

    














kX

1
log

21
log  

    







k
Y

1
log  

We have to make sure that k is a number, so we can multiply by it easily. 







k

1
log is a 

standard number as it is only used in an addition or subtraction.  

All the k values in the table are greater than 1. We will have to start with X less than 1, so 

we begin to multiply the input number with greater then input number from the table. Here 

it is 256.   
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So, 







256

21
logY  

            







256

1
log21log  

To maintain the function, adding 







256

1
log = 2.4082 to Y; this is really just a scaling of 

the input and an initialization of Y. After this preparatory step the table looks like this:  

Table 3.3: logarithm calculation preparatory step. 

X Y 

21 0 

256

21
=0.0820 2.4082 

Step 0. X=0.0820, the biggest k we can multiply by is 4 (keeping X<1), and we will have 

to add -0.6020 to y. The table looks like this: 

Table 3.4: logarithm calculation step 0. 

X Y 

0. 0.0820 2.4082 

0.08204=0.3280 2.4082-0.6020=1.8062 

Step 1. X=0.3280, the biggest k we can multiply by is 2(keeping X<1), and we will have 

to add -0.3010 to y. The table looks like this: 

Table 3.5: logarithm calculation step 1. 

X Y 

0. 0.0820 2.4082 
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0.08204=0.3280 2.4082-0.6020=1.8062 

0.32802=0.6560 1.8062-0.3010=1.5052 

Step 2. X=0.6560, the biggest k we can multiply by is 
2

3
 (keeping X<1), and we will have 

to add -0.1760 to y. The table looks like this: 

Table 3.6: logarithm calculation step 2. 

X Y 

0. 0.0820 2.4082 

0.08204=0.3280 2.4082-0.6020=1.8062 

0.32802=0.6560 1.8062-0.3010=1.5052 

0.65603/2=0.9840 1.5052-0.1760=1.3292 

Step 3. X=0.9840, the biggest k we can multiply by is 
64

65
(keeping X<1), and we will 

have to add -0.0069 to Y. The table looks like this: 

Table 3.7: logarithm calculation step 3. 

X Y 

0. 0.0820 2.4082 

0.08204=0.3280 2.4082-0.6020=1.8062 

0.32802=0.6560 1.8062-0.3010=1.5052 

0.65603/2=0.9840 1.5052-0.1760=1.3292 

0.984065/64=0.9993 1.3292-0.0069=1.3223 

The real answer is 1.3222. The error in the answer is the log in x, in this case log(0.9993). 

For small x, the error in this case is approximately 1-0.9993=0.0007. If we go more steps 

the value of x is equal to 1 or very close to 1. So the answer will be more accurate. 
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3.3 Architecture of ASIC 

 

The proposed technique helps to avoid time-consuming multiplication and division. This 

is because to realize a digital system into ASIC, multiplication and division consume a lot 

of logic gates, which in turn makes the system expensive. Multiplication and division are 

applied here by standard value of k in such a way that it can be performed by a simple 

shift operation..  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Output  Input

 
Counter  

 
Controller 

Decimal 
Operator 

Shift 
Register 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.1: Functional block diagram of the technique in ASIC 
 

The accuracy and efficiency of the technique for calculating log value is tested by 

programming language such as C. The result depends on the steps we go and the length of 

mantissa of the logarithm value of the standard number. Once the test result using the C 

program gives the satisfactory result, we design the proposed ASIC using Verilog HDL. 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the functional block diagram of the proposed ASIC. It consists of a 

Controller,  a Counter, a  Shift Register and Decimal Operator Units. 

 

Controller: It provides essential signals to operate Counter , Shift Register and Decimal 

Operator Units. Whole process is an iterative process. The controller controls the number 

of iteration. It repeats the whole process on the basis of required output. The width of the 

output is the requirement of the user.  
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Shift Register: This unit is responsible for shifting the values from left to right to specific 

number, which generated by counter unit. Shift Register works on the number, received 

from Counter.  

Decimal Operator: It is responsible to compute decimal number and compared with the 

result received from shift Register. 
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3.4 Operation of the System 

Figure 3.2 show the technique requires lookup tables. The technique produces error-free 

results. For the proposed implementation, a decimal precision of 8-digit has been used. 

 

 
 

 
A<=Input 

  
 

i<= Standard number Step 

 
 
  K <=Standard Number 
 i<= i +1, Next Step  
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X<1 

Y<=log (K) 
 

X<= X   K 

X<1 

Y<= Y – log(K) 

No

Yes

No

Yes

Figure 3.2: Technique for the computation of decimal logarithm 
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In order to calculate the log of a decimal number (A) as shown in Figure 3.2, we first need 

to compare the decimal number with Standard number k (take from Standard Number 

Table), Take K > decimal number.  

Let   
K

A
X   

So, X is less than 1. 

The output,   KY log

In next step, we take the biggest standard number K and multiply by X by keeping the 

result,   

X < 1 as like 

KXX   

Next step, we have to subtraction log(K) from the result of previous output as follows 

 KYY log  

The process continues for the remaining standard number until the number X reaches end 

stage or X=1. 

 

3.5 Hardware and Software need to implement of the system 

 

3.5.1 Verilog HDL 

 

Verilog HDL is one of the most popular high definition languages to design digital circuit. 

In this project, the proposed system is designed and simulated using Verilog HDL in 

Altera’s Quartus II environment. 

 

3.5.2 Cyclone II FPGA DE2 Board  

 

Altera's  Cyclone  II FPGA family is designed on an all-layer-copper, low-k, 1.2-V SRAM 

process and is optimized for the smallest possible die size. Built on TSMC’s highly 

successful 90-nm process technology using 300-mm wafers, the Cyclone II FPGA family 

offers higher densities, more features, exceptional performance, and the benefits of 

programmable logic at ASIC prices. The Cyclone II FPGA family extends the reach of 

FPGAs further into cost-sensitive, high-volume applications, continuing the success of the 

Cyclone FPGA family. Cyclone II FPGA has following facilities. 
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 Altera Serial Configuration deivices (EPCS16) for Cyclone II 2C35 

 Altera Cyclone II 2C35 FPGA with 35000 LEs  

 USB Blaster built in on board for programming and user API controlling  

 JTAG Mode and AS Mode are supported  

 4 Push-button switches  

 18 DPDT switches  

 9 Green User LEDs  

 18 Red User LEDs  

 16 x 2 LCD Module  

 8Mbyte (1M x 4 x 16) SDRAM  

 512K byte(256K X16) SRAM  

 4Mbyte Flash Memory (upgradeable to 4Mbyte)  

 SD Card Socket  

 50MHz Oscillator and 27MHz Oscillator for external clock sources  

 24-bit CD-Quality Audio CODEC with line-in, line-out, and microphone-in 

jacks  

 VGA DAC (10-bit high-speed triple DACs) with VGA out connector  

 TV Decoder (NTSC/PAL) and TV in connector  

 10/100 Ethernet Controller with socket.  

 PS/2 mouse/keyboard connector  

 IrDA transceiver  

 Two 40-pin Expansion Headers with diode protection 

 USB Host/Slave Controller with USB type A and type B connectors.  

 RS-232 Transceiver and 9-pin connector  
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Figure 3.3: Cyclone II FPGA DE2 Board 

 

3.5.3 Design Flow for FPGA Implementation using Quartus II 7.0 
 
Figure 3.2 shows flow diagram of a design to be realized into FPGA hardware. Once the 

sub-modules of a design are identified, each of the modules is designed, compiled and 

synthesized using FPGA vendor provided software. Then functional simulation is 

performed upon each module. The correct simulation results ensure the proper 

functionality of a design. Once the simulation results of all the sub-modules are as desired 

then they are integrated and simulated again. Then for hardware realization, suitable 

FPGA device is selected for the design, inputs and outputs are assigned to specific pins of 

the FPGA. It is again compiled and synthesized.  

 

After that timing simulation of the design is performed to ensure that the design functions 

in real time. Then the design is downloaded into the FPGA. 

So to implement the circuits that will be designed on the FPGA there are few key steps. 

1. Start New Project 

2. Create a new Verilog HDL file 

3. Write the program using Verilog HDL. 
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4. Compile the code. 

5. Correct any syntax errors. 

6. Create a Vector Web form file 

7. Pin Assignment 

8. Simulate the circuit to make sure that getting the expected behavior. 

9. Download the program onto the FPGA 

10. Test the operation of circuit. 

Quartus II helps to implement all of the above easily.  

Program an Altera Device 

When the design is ready to program or configure a device, it needs to open the 

programmer and create a chain description file (.cdf) that stores device name, device 

order, programming and hardware setup information. CDFs can be used to program or 

configure one or more devices in a JTAG chain or a passive serial chain. 

Compiling Mode 

The Quartus II Compiler consists of a set of independent modules that check the design for 

errors, synthesize the logic, fit the design into an Altera device, and generate output files 

for simulation, timing analysis, software building, and device programming. The basic 

compiler consists of the analysis & synthesis, fitter, assembler, and timing analyzer 

modules. Each of the compiler modules can be run individually or together from the 

Quartus II user interface. Alternatively, these modules can be run independently with the 

appropriate command line executable. 

Compile the Design 

The compiler automatically locates and uses all non-design files associated with the 

design, such as include files (.inc) containing AHDL function prototype statements; 

memory initialization files (.mif) or hexadecimal intel-format files (.hex) containing the 

initial content of memories; as well as Quartus II project Files (.qpf) and Quartus II 

settings files (.qsf) containing project and setting information. During compilation, the 

compiler generates information, warning, and error messages that appear automatically in 

the messages window.  
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Simulation Mode 

Simulation allows testing a design thoroughly to ensure that it responds correctly in every 

possible situation before configuring a device. Depending on the type of information need, 

functional or timing simulation can be performed with the simulator. Functional 

simulation tests only the logical operation of a design by simulating the behavior of 

flattened netlist extracted from the design files, while timing simulation uses a fully 

compiled netlist containing timing information to test both the logical operation and the 

worst-case timing for the design in the target device. Before running a simulation, it is 

necessary to specify input vectors as the stimuli for the Quartus II Simulator. The 

simulator uses these input vectors to simulate the output signals that a programmed device 

would produce under the same conditions. The simulator supports input vector stimuli in 

the form of a vector waveform file (.vwf), vector table output file (.tbl), power input file 

(.pwf), or a Quartus II generated vector file (.vec) or simulator channel file (.scf). 

Quartus II is a software tool produced by Altera for analysis and synthesis of HDL 

designs, which enables the developer to compile their designs, perform timing analysis, 

examine RTL diagrams, simulate a design's reaction to different stimuli, and configure the 

target device with the programmer. 

Quartus II Web Edition is a free version of Quartus II that can be downloaded or 

delivered by mail for free. This edition provided compilation and programming for a 

limited number of Altera devices. The low-cost Cyclone family of FPGAs is fully 

supported by this edition, as well as the MAX family of CPLDs, meaning small 

developers and educational institutions have no overheads from the cost of development 

software.  License registration is required to use the Web Edition of Quartus II, which is 

free and can be renewed an unlimited number of times. 

.  
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Chapter 4 

Results and Performance Analysis  
 

4.1 Introduction 

  

This chapter describes the simulation and performance result of the proposed ASIC. 

Quartus II 7.0 is used for simulation of entire design. The performance of the ASIC is also 

compared with that of other researchers. 

 

4.2 Calculation of Logarithm value using the Proposed Technique in Microsoft Excel 

Environment 

 

At first, the proposed technique is implemented in MS. Excel. Decimal logarithm value is 

tested by different type of number like integer, floating point number. Figure 4.2 to 4.4 

shows the steps of calculating decimal logarithm in excel. Data Input is the number for 

which decimal logarithm will be calculated. K is Standard number, log(k) is decimal 

logarithm of standard number k, X is the number in different states of Standard number, Y 

is the decimal logarithm value of the data input in different steps.  
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Figure 4.1: MS. Excel result for 9.   

 

In Figure 4.1, Input data is 9 and corresponding decimal logarithm is 0.9542425094. 

Acording to Log Chart the value of log10 (9) is 0.9542425094. It proves that the proposed 

technique is correct. 
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Figure 4.2: MS. Excel result for 62.38. 

 

In Figure 4.2, Input data is 62.38 and corresponding decimal logarithm is 1.7950453707. 

According to Log Chart, the value of log10 (62.38) is 1.7950453704. It proves that the 

proposed technique is correct. 
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Figure 4.3: MS. Excel result for 0.47. 

In Figure 4.3, Input data is 0.47 and corresponding decimal logarithm is -0.3279021421. 

According to Log Chart, the value of log10 (0.47) is -0.3279021420. So, Excel function 

verifies the result correct. 
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From the above excel sheets, decimal logarithm of the number 9, 62.38 and 0.47 are 

calculated. The results are shown in table 4.1. The output we found, as we desire. 

Table 4.1: Comparison with actual Decimal log 

Test Data  Result of Decimal Log (Y) Actual Decimal log value 

9 0.9542425094 0.9542425094 

62.38 1.7950453707 1.7950453704 

0.47 -0.3279021421 -0.3279021420 

 

4.3 Art View of the Proposed ASIC   

 

Figure 4.4 shows the art view of the ASIC. It is generated using the verilog HDL code of 

the ASIC.  

 

Precision positionOUTPUT

Decimal Log v alueOUTPUTData[31..0]

D_Point[4..0]

Log10_Out[36..0]

C_out[4..0]

Log10Function

inst

VCC
Data_input INPUT

VCC
Decimal_Point INPUT

 

  Figure 4.4: Block diagram of Log10Fnction module  

 

Explanation of the signals as shown in Figure 4.4 

 Data_input [31:0]: 32 bit data is used as input. Bit 1 is represented by high 

voltage and 0 by low voltage. 

 Decimal Point [4:0]: To define the precision position of 32 bit input 

number needs 5 bits. 

 Decimal Log value [36:0]: Decimal Logarithm of the number is presented 

by 37 bits, first 5 bits uses for integer value and next 32 bits uses for floating 

point number. 

 Precision position [4:0]: Similarly, for the output result, the precision 

position is defined by 5 bits for 32 bit precision.   
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Resources Used: The design of the ASIC is compiled and simulated separately using 

Quatrus II development software. The resources used by the module, when compiled and 

simulated using an Altera device of family Cyclone II , are as follows: 

Resource                                            Usage 

Device family:    Cyclone II 

Device:     EP2C35F672C6N 

Total Logic elements:   4785 (Out of 33216) 

Total combinational function  4780   (Out of 33216)  

Dedicated log registers  0 (Out of 33216) 

Total registers     0 

Total Pin:     79 (Out of 475)   

Total memory bits:    0 (Out of 483840)  

 

4.4 Simulation Result using Quatrus II development software 

 

Figure 4.5 shows the simulation of the proposed system. The system is simulated 

using the Quartus II 7.0 simulator. The simulation is done using the FPGA.   

 
Figure 4.5:  Simulation result of the ASIC showing Log10Function for 62.38 
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According to Figure 4.5, Data means for which we want to calculate decimal log, D_Point 

is the precision position of Data, Log10_Out is the resultant decimal log value and C_out 

represent its precision position of the result. That means, we want to calculate log10 

(62.38) result is 1.79504536. According to Log Chart, the value of log10(62.38) is 

1.79504537. So the ASIC is functioning as desired. 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Simulation results of “Log10Function ” module data 21 in binary format 

 

In Figure 4.6 we want to calculate log10(21), result is binary format 

111111000011000101111101001 which decimal value is 132221929, According to Log 

Chart the value of log10(21) is 1.32221929 . So the ASIC is functioning as desired. 
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Figure 4.7:  Simulation result of the ASIC showing Log10Function for 0.47 

 

In Figure 4.7 we want to calculate log10(0.47), result is -0.32790215, According to Log 

Chart the value of log10(0.47) is -0.32790214. So the ASIC is functioning as desired. 

4.5 Implementation in FPGA 
 

IICT, BUET owns an Altera’s DE2 FPGA board to implement any complex digital design. 

The ASIC has been implemented on the FPGA mounted on the DE2 board. Eight ‘Seven-

segment’ on this board are used to display the output decimal log value. 

 

   Table 4.2:  Test Data and respective Logarithm value in decimal and hexadecimal format 

Data Decimal Log Hexadecimal covered value (without 
considering decimal point) 

9 0.9542425 919b19 

21 1.3222192 C9c130 

508 2.7058637 19cE1cd 

1021 3.0090257 1cb2411 

15803 4.1987395 280Ad43 
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The data 5, 21, 508, 1021, 15803 etc are tested on the DE2 board and found the result.  

The result in Eight ‘Seven-segment Display’ on this board shows the same result as 

expected shown in Table 4.3. 

 

Table 4.3: Output on Altera’s DE2 FPGA board. 

Data Output on the DE2 board (Hexadecimal value) 

 

9 

 

 

21 

 

 

508 

 

 

1021 

 

 

15803 

 

                             

Overall the simulation of Quartus II software and implementation results on the FPGA 

board found accurate with high performance 
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4.6 Power Analysis 
 
Power analysis of a system is very important for good design. Quartus II has inbuilt Power 

Analyzer tool. The design of the ASIC is analyzed using the tool. Power dissipation of the 

proposed ASIC is presented bellow: 

 

Total Thermal Power Dissipation:                    49.60mW 

Core dynamic Thermal Power Dissipation:                0 mW 

Core static Thermal Power Dissipation:               25.61 mW 

I/O Thermal Power Dissipation:                           23.98 mW 

 

4.7 Comparison with other related works  
 
 
Table 4.4 shows the comparison of the proposed log converter with that of other 

implementations. The design of the proposed ASIC is realized using cobminational 

circuits only. So it will perform all the operations in very high speed. Theoriticall the delay 

to get the output will be zero however practically the output will be available after 

propagation delay. The design has been implemented in a very high speed FPGA device 

where the propagation delay is 388 ns and the device frequency is 260 MHz. Table 4.4 

shows the comparison of the propsoed research with that of other researchers where we 

see that our design outperforms that of other researchers in terms of speed and power 

consumption.  

Table 4.4: Comparison of the Performance 

Related work Base Scheme Frequency (fmax in MHz) Power(mW)

Chen, D. et. Al. [5] 10 Curve-fitting 50.9 108 

Zhang, et. Al. [12] 10 Digit recurrence 47.7 X 

Teng, D. et. Al. [6] 10 Iterative 44 79 

Proposed 10 Shifting 260 49 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion 
 

5.1 Conclusion 
 

Direct computation of decimal logarithm is very useful for many applications. Next 

generation microprocessor, system-on-a-chip (SoC) and ASIC have to support this feature. 

At the same time they have to run in high speed with low power consumption. Keeping 

this point in consideration, the project focuses on the design of a high speed and low 

power ASIC for decimal log computation. The ASIC is designed using IEEE certified 

industry standard Verilog HDL and so the core is reusable in any digital design wherever 

necessary. Simulation result of the ASIC shows that the design is functioning as desired. 

FPGA implementations of the design verify that it is capable of calculating the decimal 

log value of a number correctly. Comparison of the result of this current work with that of 

other researchers shows that this ASIC is superior to existing designs in terms of speed 

and power consumption.  The core of the ASIC can be used for other applications. 
 

5.2 Suggestions for Further Works  

 

The author recommends that the following research can be carried out in future to enhance 

the proposed ASIC: 

 

 In the proposed project, it is implemented using FPGA device, in future it can be 

fabricated on ASIC platform.  

 The logarithmic process can be extended to higher number of bits like 64 bits, 128 

bits for better precision.  
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Appendix A 
 

module Log10Function(Data, D_Point, Log10_Out, C_out ); 

 input  [31:0]  Data; 

 input  [4:0]         D_Point; 

 output [31:0]  Log10_Out; 

 output [4:0]  C_out; 

 reg    [36:0]  Log10_Out; 

 reg    [4:0]  C_out; 

 reg    [39:0  Value_1, Data_1, Value_256; 

reg    [36:0]        LogValue_4; 

 reg    [36:0]        LogValue_65536, LogValue_256, LogValue_16; 

 reg    [46:0]       Value_65536; 

 reg    [47:0]        Data_s_1; 

 reg    [39:0]       Data_s; 

 reg    [36:0]       LogValue[29:0]; 

 

parameter S0   = 40'b0000000010110011011011011000100000110101;   

parameter S1   =40'b0000000001101000111101010110010011001111; 

parameter S2   =40'b0000000000111001110000110100101101100010; 

parameter S3   =40'b0000000000011110011111010100000101101000; 

parameter S4   =40'b0000000000001111101100010111101000101011; 

parameter S5   =40'b0000000000000111111101110010110111000000; 

parameter S6   =40'b0000000000000100000000110110111011000011; 

parameter S7   =40'b0000000000000010000000111011010100011111; 

parameter S8   =40'b0000000000000001000000100101101011111100; 

parameter S9   =40'b0000000000000000100000010100110110111001; 

parameter S10 =40'b0000000000000000010000001010111011110000; 

parameter S11 =40'b0000000000000000001000000101100101111101; 

parameter S12 =40'b0000000000000000000100000010110101000000; 

parameter S13 =40'b0000000000000000000010000001011011000000; 

parameter S14 =40'b0000000000000000000001000000101101101000; 

parameter S15 =40'b0000000000000000000000100000010110110110; 
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parameter S16 =40'b0000000000000000000000010000001011011100; 

parameter S17 =40'b0000000000000000000000001000000101101110; 

parameter S18 =40'b0000000000000000000000000100000010110111; 

parameter S19 =40'b0000000000000000000000000010000001011100; 

parameter S20 =40'b0000000000000000000000000001000000101110; 

parameter S21 =40'b0000000000000000000000000000100000010111; 

parameter S22 =40'b0000000000000000000000000000010000001011; 

parameter S23 =40'b0000000000000000000000000000001000000110; 

parameter S24 =40'b0000000000000000000000000000000100000011; 

parameter S25 =40'b0000000000000000000000000000000010000001; 

parameter S26 =40'b0000000000000000000000000000000001000001; 

parameter S27 =40'b0000000000000000000000000000000000100000; 

parameter S28 =40'b0000000000000000000000000000000000010000; 

parameter S29 =40'b0000000000000000000000000000000000001000; 

 

//Value 65536     

parameter S30 =48'b010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000;  //shifted 

by 30bit 

// Value 256 

parameter S31 =40'b0100000000000000000000000000000000000000; //shifted by 30bit  

//Value 1 

parameter S32 =40'b0000000001000000000000000000000000000000; //shifted by 30bit 

 

always @ (Data)  

 begin   

LogValue[0] <= S0; 

  Log10_Out = LogValue[0]; 

   Value_65536    = S30;   

   Value_256      = S31; 

Value_1        = S32 

   Data_s_1 = Data << 30; 

   LogValue_65536 =  LogValue[0] << 4;  //log65536 

   LogValue_256   =  LogValue[0] << 3;  //log256 

   LogValue_16    =  LogValue[0] << 2;  //log16 
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   LogValue_4     =  LogValue[0] << 1;  //log4   

    

LogValue[1]  <=S1;               

LogValue[2]  <= S2;  

LogValue[3]  <= S3;        

LogValue[4]  <= S4; 

LogValue[5]  <= S5;   

LogValue[6]  <= S6;                

LogValue[7]  <= S7; 

LogValue[8]  <= S8; 

LogValue[9]  <= S9 ; 

LogValue[10] <= S10 ; 

LogValue[11] <= S11 ; 

LogValue[12] <= S12 ; 

LogValue[13] <= S13; 

LogValue[14] <= S14;   

LogValue[15] <= S15;        

LogValue[16] <= S16 ; 

LogValue[17] <= S17; 

LogValue[18] <= S18; 

LogValue[19] <= S19; 

LogValue[20] <= S20; 

LogValue[21] <= S21 ; 

LogValue[22] <= S22 ; 

LogValue[23] <= S23 ; 

LogValue[24] <= S24 ; 

LogValue[25] <= S25 ;         

LogValue[26] <= S26 ; 

LogValue[27] <= S27 ; 

LogValue[28] <= S28; 

LogValue[29] <= S29; 

    

   if (Data_s_1 < Value_65536)   
    begin 
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     Log10_Out = LogValue_65536 ;  
     Data_s_1 = Data_s_1 >> 16; //div 65536 
    end         
 
   Data_1 = Data_s << 8; //mul 256 
    
   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))    
    begin 
     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue_256 ;  
     Data_s = Data_1; 
    end 
        
   Data_1 = Data_s << 4; //mul 16 
    
   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))    
    begin 
     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue_16 ;  
     Data_s = Data_1; 
    end 
    
    
   Data_1 = Data_s << 2; //mul 4 
    
   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))    
    begin 
     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue_4 ;  
     Data_s = Data_1; 
    end 
    
   Data_1 = Data_s << 1; //mul 2 
    
   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))    
    begin 
     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[0] ;  

//LogValue[0]= LogVaalue_2  
     Data_s = Data_1; 
    end  
    
   Data_1 = Data_s >> 1; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[1] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 2; 
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   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[2] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 3; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[3] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 4; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[4] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 5; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[5] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

  Data_1 = Data_s >> 6; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[6] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      
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   Data_1 = Data_s >> 7; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[7] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 8; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[8] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 9; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[9] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 10; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[10] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 11; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[11] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 
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    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 12; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[12] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 13; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[13] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 14; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[14] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 15; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[15] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 16; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[16] ;   
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     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 17; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[17] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 18; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[18] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 19; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[19] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 20; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[20] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 21; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 
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     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[21] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 22; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[22] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 23; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[23] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 24; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[24] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 25; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[25] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 26; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     
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    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[26] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 27; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[27] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 28; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[28] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 29; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[29] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

   Data_1 = Data_s >> 30; 

   Data_1 = Data_1 + Data_s; 

   if((Data_1 < Value_1) || (Data_1 == Value_1))     

    begin 

     Log10_Out = Log10_Out -LogValue[30] ;   

     Data_s = Data_1; 

    end      

  end  

endmodule    


